
PTYS 568
Exoplanets: Discovery & Characterization



• No traditional “homework” (but lots of 
reading, etc.)

• Presentations (50%)

• Projects (50%)

• Likely no final

Class basics:



• Pt. 1 (Discovery)  
- RV, Transits, Astrometry, Direct 
Imaging ...

• Pt. 2 (Atmospheres/Interiors)  
- rad. transfer, chemistry, opacities, ...

• Pt. 3 (Exoplanet Characterization)  
- structure, photometry, spectroscopy, ... 

Course Outline:



Finding Exoplanets

• In comparison to stars, planets are faint, small 
and low mass.

• If Jupiter orbited alpha-Centauri, it would be 
4” from and 109 times fainter than the host 
star.  (imaging is feasible, if scattered light can 
be removed — challenging.)

• Indirect techniques that rely on stellar photons 
will always be more efficient for surveys. 



• The expectation of finding “Exoplanets” 
has been around much longer than the 
90s.

• The transit, radial velocity, and 
astrometric techniques for finding planets 
were all adopted from the field of binary 
stars.

• https://link.springer.com/referencework/
10.1007%2F978-3-319-55333-7

https://link.springer.com/referencework/10.1007/978-3-319-55333-7


Visual Binaries and Astrometry

P ~ 50 years
d = 2.64 pc

s ~ 7” 

[ignoring sin(i)]



Dupuy et al. (2009)

also possible for massive brown dwarfs



How large is the wobble induced by Jupiter?

Sun Jupiter

you need sub-milliarcsec
precision (GAIA)



Holmberg 1938

(1938, false detection)

“evidence” of ~ Jupiter-mass companion



1942, false detection of a “dark companion”



Nature 
(1943)

“Exoplanet”
(sounds better)



Spectroscopic Binaries

star: AR Aur 

Folsom et al.  2010



Spectroscopic Binaries

~ 10 m/s for Jupiter



Eclipsing Binaries

Many binaries known (a popular field for many 
decades) ... study masses, shapes, reflection, ...

ra

See R. Matson 2016



Also, Bill Borucki (Kepler PI) was thinking of ways to 
detected Earth-sized transits in late-70s / early-80s.



Almost the first Exoplanet (1988)

(Initially believed to be stellar activity, 
planet around gam Cep confirmed in 2002/3)

see cochran et al. 2002 and hatzes et al. 2003



Almost the first Exoplanet (1989)
(RV measurement)

sin(i) ambiguity suggested mass in the brown dwarf 
regime (~ 13 to 75 Jupiter-mass) 



Planet-mass companions (1992)
two, ~ 3 Earth-mass, planets orbiting stellar remnant. 

(also has inner, 3rd planet!)



Planets are
rare ... 
(1995)



51 Peg (1995/96)

P = 4.2 days
Mp sin(i) = 0.5 Mjup

orbits “normal” sun-like star

There were many skeptics!



Most significant challenge came from David Gray:



Line-bisector analysis



More RV signals found indicating 
51-Peg b was not alone. 

2nd RV
planet

1st RV
planet

1996

1995



HD209458b found by 
Keck Doppler survey 
1st, transit detected 

in 1999.

partial transit

(see also Charbonneau et al. 2000)



The discovery of transiting “51 Peg-Like” Planets,
erased previous doubts about planets in 

“embarrassingly small” orbits.

The race was on to discovery more and characterize 
their properties .... 



Meanwhile, next door (in mass)

• The first T-type (methane absorption in spectrum) 
brown dwarf, Gl299B, was discovered (Nakajima et 
al. 1995).

• In the late 90’s and early 2000’s, brown dwarf 
discoveries were growing in number (initially 
outpacing exoplanets) from all-sky near-IR surveys.

• The near-simultaneous discovery of BDs and 
massive EGPs, fueled the (often heated) debate over 
where to draw the line in mass, between a “real” 
planet and brown dwarf.



~ 7 arcsec

1.25 um (J) 1.65 um (H) 2.2 um (K)

GD165AB (brown dwarf + white dwarf)
(Becklin & Zuckerman 1988)

Early “direct imaging” results:

Meanwhile, next door (in mass)



51 Peg b is often called the first, but several other exoplanets were 
essentially contemporaneous discoveries.

A lot has happened since 1995 ...
(notice that RV yield started to decrease in 2011)



• RV surveys continue today, several with 
1m/s precision (looking for longer period 
planets and augmenting transit surveys)

• Kepler has found > 3000 candidates, of 
which < 10% are false positives.

• Direct Imaging, astrometry, micro-lensing 
remain minority players in discoveries, 
but still play important roles.



• Fischer et al. chapter in PPVI, Exoplanet Detection 
Techniques

• Chapter 2 in Exoplanets (Fischer & Lovis) pg 27 - 53.

• Science 2013 special issue on exoplanets, Howard et 
al., Observed Properties of Extrasolar Planets

• Nature 2014, Lissauer et al., Advances in exoplanet 
science from Kepler

Reading list ... 


